The exact density functional for the ground-state energy is strictly self-interaction-free (i.e., orbitals demonstrably do not self-interact), but many approximations to it, including the local-spin-density (LSD) approximation for exchange and correlation, are not. We present two related methods for the self-interaction correction (SIC) of any density functional for the energy; correction of the self-consistent one-electron potenial follows naturally from the variational principle. Both methods are sanctioned by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, Although the first method introduces an orbital-dependent single-particle potential, the second involves a local potential as in the Kohn-Sham scheme. We apply the first method to LSD and show that it properly conserves the number content of the exchangecorrelation hole, while substantially improving the description of its shape. We apply this method to a number of physical problems, where the uncorrected LSD approach produces systematic errors. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A major problem of solid-state theory and quantum chemistry is to understand the behavior of many electrons interacting via Coulomb's law: n(r) =Q n "(r), where (All equations are in atomic units, if=m = e'= I.)
In the earliest quantum-mechanical theory, Thom- as and Fermi replaced the expectation value ( ") by the direct Coulomb energy, a functional of the electron number density n(r):
is the density of an orbital with quantum numbers n and a, and a=+-'(i) or --, '(w) is the spin. In this approximation, the total interelectronic energy is given as a sum of direct and exchange con- 
As early as 1934, Fermi and Amaldi' observed the failure of Eq. (2) to vanish for one-electron systems due to the spurious self-interaction inherent in it, and proposed the first and crudest version of self-interaction correction:
The o. '= ct terms in Eq. ( t) (the only ones retained in the Hartree approximation) constitute a selfexchange energy:
self-exchange . = -g U [n, ] where N is the number of electrons in the system. The mean-field Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation introduced orbitals g"(r) with occupation numbers f, obeying Fermi statistics:
which correctly cancels the self-Coulomb energy in U[n] on an orbital-by-orbital basis. [2] [3] [4] [5] , ' etc. While correlation effects can be addressed through configuration-interaction corrections to HF, the complexity of these corrections, their remarkable sensitivity to the choice of basis functions, and the increase in effort required with the decrease in spacing between energy levels, preclude application to large systems.
The density-functional theory' ' provides an alternative to this approach. This theory which is exact in principle includes correlation explicitly. in the total energy and one-body potential; typically in practice exchange and correlation are treated together in the local-spin-density (LSD) approximation. " This essentially statistical approximation works fairly well even for one-electron systems': In the hydrogen atom, the direct (self-interacting) Coulomb energy U[n] is large (3.5 eV) , but about 93% of this spurious energy is cancelled by the LSD exchange-correlation energy. Unlike HF theory where the self-interaction is eomPLetely canceJed because the direct electrostatic and exchange operators have the same kernel 1/~r -r'~, LSD achieves only a Partial cancellation, assisted largely by spin-polarization and correlation effects. Hence, in LSD a residue of spurious self-interaction remains as the price to be paid for a simple, local one-electxon potential. Clearly, this self-interaction vanishes for orbitals delocalized over extended systems. We wil. l see, however, that self-interaction l.eads to a number of systematic errors for finite systems and localized states in extended systems.
The quantitative successes of the LSD approximation have been impressive, particularly for molecular bonding '0'x metallic magnetism x' x4 cohesion, "*" and the surface electronic properties of metals"*" aIld semi-conductors. "-'0 Neverthe- (b) For atoms" the magnitude of the exchange is consistently underestimated by 10-15%in LSD.
The magnitude of the correlation energy is overestimated by as much as 100-200 %%.
(iii) The experimentally stable negative ions (e.g. , H, 0, F ) are predicted to be unstable in LSD 25, 26 (iv) .Self-consistent LSD band-structure calculations systematically underestimate the one-electron energy gaps of insulators by as much as 40% (e.g. , 
S t where v(r) and B(r) are external scalar and magnetic fields (the latter coupling to electron spin s, '), and T is the kinetic energy operator. Let n&(r) and n& (r) be up-and down-spin number densities, and define the universal functional" Q[n&, n]] = min(T+ V"),
which searches the set of all N-particle antisymmetric wave functions producing the given spin densities n, (r) = (n,(r )}, and delivers the minimum 
We define r[n~, n, ]=mm(L(", (d"~--', v'ld (1) Assume a fixed set of f, and minimize where T[n&, n, ] is the "noninteracting" kinetic energy defined below, U [n] is the direct Coulomb energy of Eq. (2) , and E", [n&, n&] 
where p(r, r') = dik (+, I [n(r) -n(r)] v"""" (r) = p'(n, (r), n, (r)),
where ik"', (n&, n") = s[ns",(n&, n, )]/&n. . 
(38)
The self-interaction correction to the potential [the second curly brace in Eq. (38}]appears as a. natural consequence of the correction to the energy. For a one-electron system, Eq. (38) correctly reduces to the external potential v(r) -2i],oz(r). Equations (32) and (37) form the basis of the SIC approach.
When applied to an electron gas of uniform density n, Eq. (37) admits plane-wave orbitals as self-con sistent solutions, for which the SIC-LSD total energy per electron is exact. Conceivably, however, there might be another set of self-consistent solutions to Eq. (37), with localized orbital densities adding up to a uniform total density, for which the SIC-LSD energy per electron lies helot the exact value. Since the orbitals cannot be localized to a region of radius less than r, = (3/4m'n}'~', any resulting contamination of the total energy from self-interaction correction should be minor if it occurs at all. 
where the relative spin polarization is t = (n&-n, )/ n, the Fermi wave vector is k~= (6v'n, }',and (ii) When the orbital density n, contributes little to the total spin density n"S, may be expanded as s", =-; e', , "(. , o)("-)*+o(". -'), 
with k, = -0.44 for atoms. (Better approximations with a shell-dependent k, are possible but will not concern us here. ) Equation (68) 
S, = d'x n, -n, e"n, -n "0 -n.e"(n. , O)+~n .e"(n"O)]. (62) All quantities in Eqs. (58)- (62) (58)- (61) we find that (V2) where 5, is the spurious self-interaction of Eqs.
(33) and (36). In general, however, higher-order terms (i.e. , the self-interaction effects on the orbitals) should not be neglected.
[n(f')]~'-kra'e [Eq. (38) ]. We have plotted the difference between the SIC-LSD potential and the LSD potential, both multiplied by x, for the Cu atom in the 3d"4s' configuration. At large x, this quantity correctly approaches -1. Note, however, that the self-consistently calculated SIC potentials differ from the LSD potential not only in their asymptotic limit but also at finite to set the scale we define the quantities R"and R~w hich denote the muffin-tin radius of metallic Cu and the Pauling tetrahedral radius, respectively, while (r)", indicates orbital moments. Clearly the SIC potentials deviate substantially from the LSD potential at distances from the origin which are chemically and physically important.
We close this section with a comment on excited states. The Kohn-Sham equations (17) setting the electron-gas correlation energy z, (ni, n~) to zero. of transition-element impurities in solids. " Expt.
- It is easy to see why such an approach is not a panacea: One could adjust n to make the self-interaction correction to the total energy zero, by choosing in Eq. (33)
or to zero the self-interaction correction to the orbital energy, by choosing in Eq. (39) , ) (y", lu([n""];r) I ") -, '(y".i v'"""([n". , 0;r) i y". ) ' Not only are n", ' 0 n'2, ' (so that fixing the band gaps may spoil the total energy), but also these exchange parameters are state dependent (so fixing one gap may spoil another one).
A recent example of this situation is the CuC1 band structure. The experimental band gap (3.4 eV) which emphasizes many-body corrections to the spectra, in particular screened electron-hole and exchange effects. These corrections produce a desired shift in the peaks (e.g. , a 0.2-eV shift out of the 0.1-0.5 eV shift needed). However, such approaches completely ignore self-interaction corrections (a fundamental one-body effect} which lead to a far larger shift at threshold and may well result in substantial shifts of a,(v) above threshold due both to a direct SIC modification in the singleparticle energies and to the change in orbitals which enter the screened exchange calculations.
For example, the LSD band structure of Si predicts a gap of 0.8 eV [Refs. 73(b} and If there are M atoms per unit cell (where conventionally M=1), then the integral of n~, (r) over the unit cell equals 6M. The averaged orbital density n~, (r)/6M was used to calculate &, [Eq. (33) j as well as the self-interaction-corrected potential v, f'f(r) [Eq. (38) ]. Since n~, (r)/6 approaches the atomic orbital density~g , '~(r)~in the limit of infinite lattice constant, the resulting band structure for M =1 has the correct atomic limit. Preliminary As we cross the transition sex'ies from Ca to CU, the 3d band is progressively fiBed, and the orbitals contract in response to the increasing nuclear charge. As a result the LSD self-interaction 6", of each orbital grows progressively, as shown in Fig. 10 Talman and Shadwick"' showed how to construct an orbital-independent, spatially local exchange potential v"(r) which minimizes the Hartree-Fock total energy. This potential naturally turns out to be self-interaction free, and can be regarded as , p"(n(r)) fr' -r I) (83) where p"(n,~r ' -r~) is the hole in a homogeneous electron gas of density n,. The weighted density n at each r is determined to satisfy the sum rule (26). This approximation obviously becomes exact in the limit of slow spatial. variation of the density, like LSD. Applied to a one-electron system, the sum rule (26) can only be satisfied for x fn, (r) -n"(r)], (82) which is roughly in the form of an interaction between the orbital density n,(r) and the remaining spin density [n,(r) 
